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Please note that not all of the utility features will be available at the time of the token listing and will be added over time.

BTEX Token Utility 

Entry key to a wide range 
of utility from Blocktrade 
and its partner ecosystem

At the core of the fully 
gamified platform and 
user experience

Based on the ERC-20 standard 
with full transparency on the 
blockchain

Based out of the EU, with HQs in Luxembourg and Estonia, Blocktrade is a best-in-class trading platform 

for buying, selling, and trading a wide range of digital assets. Blocktrade offers zero trading fees, fast 

transaction speed, many payment options, and a user-friendly interface together with exceptional 

customer service to its highly loyal and internationally diversified user base. The exchange is registered 

as a VASP with Estonian, Italian, and Slovenian regulators and fully compliant with AML5 guidelines.

Blocktrade Exchange Blocktrade 3.0

To drive our new growth strategy, we are introducing a gamified user journey with a level-based rewards 

program, including XP points, leaderboards, challenges, and NFT avatars. This will incentivize users to engage 

more frequently with our platform, making it more interactive and enjoyable, ultimately increasing usage and 

customer loyalty. With Blocktrade 3.0 and BTEX as its fuel, we will drive the next wave of mass adoption by 

becoming the gateway to a fully gamified crypto trading experience.

Web3 
partnerships

Level-based 
rewards 
program

Games & 
XP points

 registered as VASP in  3  EU countries and fully  compliant 

with the AML5 EU Directive

Loyal


user base

Zero

trading fees

Many 
cryptocurrencies

The first fully EU-regulated and gamified trading platform for digital assetsOne of Europe’s most secure and reliable places to trade crypto

Additional APY

on staking

BTEX Token

Utility

Live chat &

priority support

NFT avatars

Physical rewards

Level fast pass

Token airdrops

Trading bonus

Deposit/
withdrawal


discounts

In-game currency for

multiple in-house and

third-party games

Payment option

within partner

ecosystem

Listing and trading

on multiple other

exchanges

Blocktrade Platform Blocktrade Ecosystem

BTEX Tokenomics
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Treasury 

Liquidity

Team

Community Rewards

Community Airdrops 

Strategic Pre-Sale

Token Sale

Public Round 10%

Exclusive Round 10%

1. Lock--up: Buyers cannot sell tokens during the lock-up period in order to preserve the value of token and it's stability over time.
2. Release: This period starts only after the lock-up period. Buyers will receive their tokens over a period of time rather than receiving them all at once.

Sales period

(Anticipated price)

(2 weeks) (3 weeks)
5 - 18 May 2023 19 May - 9 June 2023

Purchase price EUR 0,10 EUR 0,15

Release2 6 months linear 3 months linear

Purchase limit EUR 500 - 20k Min. EUR 250

Lock-up1 6 months 3 months

ListingPublic Round

How to buy BTEX tokens?

2 - REGISTER & VERIFY 
ON BLOCKTRADE

3 - BUY YOUR

BTEX TOKENS

1 - UNDERSTAND

BTEX TOKEN

Exclusive Round

June 2023

EUR 0,20

No release

Free trading

No lock-up

The Pre-Sale was quickly sold out

in February

You can find more information on the BTEX token at blocktrade.com/btex-token


If you have any question, feel free to reach out to btex@blocktrade.com


Follow us on our social media channels and stay updated!
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